Student Project
The Board of Examiners of the Faculty of
Architecture awards Tiwánee van der

CITY AS CANVAS, ARCHITECTURE AS PAINTING

Horst an honourable mention on the
grounds of profound research that

Project by Tiwánee van der Horst

provides a broad innovative perspective
on 3D-Printing in Architecture. The
research commenced with an extensive

Every year many students graduate from our Faculty, with amazing projects.
Original subjects, thorough research, mind-blowing images, cutting-edge new
techniques, inspiration to us all. We are happy to share such projects with the BK
Community through Bnieuws. For this edition, we asked the tutors and a student
who was present at the presentation of fresh graduate Tiwánee van der Horst to
tell us what makes her Explore Lab project so special.

search for materials and fabrication
techniques inspired by the craft of
painting, diverse painting styles, brushes
and brush strokes, playing in between the
realms of direct human expression and
robotic algorithmic articulations. The
research integrates interdepartmental
knowledge from Architecture, Fabrication

Out of the box
There are many different ways to review the graduation project of Tiwánee van der
Horst. As a teacher I want to focus on an educational aspect of her work. It is about
the danger that often occurs in creative processes when the subject of study is put in
the centre of attention and leads to staring at one point. It is important and very helpful
to stretch the point of focus to an area in which you can wander around. There are
several ways to enlarge the space around a subject. In the ExploreLab studio students
are asked to do research on a question or hypothesis related to their design. The idea
behind this way of working is to enrich the design with findings that would never
appear without this research effort. With Jeroen van de Laar I teach two courses in
which we use a similar way of working. The course Form & Inspiration shows beautiful
results, because the students have to choose a product to design and an inspiration to
explore, which is not directly related to the product. The findings and surprises they
receive from this exploration finally give extra dimensions, unexpected enrichment to
the product they have to design. In the Minor House of the Future students have to
design a table. The first time we did this course the tables were not too bad, but the
second time we asked the students to design a table in dialogue with a famous chair
and the results were much more interesting. Tiwánee used a different approach: she
challenged her research by dealing with an analogy. She explored the way painters
work, their physical moves, the choice of brush styles, the properties of the paints. This
helped her analysing and extending the mechanical moves of robots, the choice of
nozzle types and the properties of the materials applied by the robots. So, to avoid the
danger of staring at one point, several methods can be applied: research on a topic
related to the design, starting a dialogue with another product of design, introducing a
field of inspiration that does not seem related to the design or, as Tiwánee did, find an
analogy to work with. Teaching is a big joy when you have the opportunity to learn
from the student. Thanks Tiwánee!
- Robert Nottrot, design mentor

techniques, Materials Science and a
special annotation was given for
Technology in Sustainable Development.

Domus ex Machina?
The paradigm of 3D Printing, as an enabler for any form, is sometimes dumbing down
on the long tradition of composition and detailing in Architecture and product design.
When anything can be made from a single extruded mush, where will remain the joy of
articulation, expression, materialization, fit and connection? When we make something
from one single material, where is the optimized quality of using distinct materials?
The ease of 3DP should not direct us to a design world where only geometry defines
the final product. Luckily Tiwánee van der Horst did not take the ordinary 3DP
paradigm for granted. With her research entitled “The City as Canvas, Architecture as
Painting – An intuitive approach to 3D printing” she pulled 3DP out of its Cartesian
production grid and placed it into the long and rich tradition of painterly expression.
The explorative research by Tiwánee took nothing for granted. Never the obvious
solutions were chosen, ‘no!’, contrarily many directions for solutions were put in a
framework of possibilities. Thus she developed a compendium about extruders,
movements and materials, in a way comparable to Mendeleev’s periodic table (when
not all materials were yet found). Her research opens up the conception of 3DP to a
much broader future.
She creates thoughts that are so rich that more people can work on it and do research
for it. On each level of scale, on several disciplines involved. That is why she got the
chance from the Green Office staff to further develop her ideas and to inspire her new
colleagues.
- Martijn Stellingwerff, research mentor
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The Art of Architecture
‘...argomentazioni e disegno, si presentano come
l’unità del progetto e costituiscono un sistema. I
principî sono stabiliti dalla natura e dai sentimenti che
la natura fa sorgere in noi; si tratta di vedere come
questo partecipi all’architettura a quali siano i
rapporti tra l’architettura come fatto complessivo e
l’arte.’ 1
‘...argument and drawing define design, altogether
they form a system. Its principles are determined by
nature and the feelings which nature provokes within
us. It revolves around seeing how the effects of nature
take part in architecture, and how architecture as
complex system relates to art.’ 1
Aldo Rossi writes this in introduction to the Italian
translation of Etienne Louis Boullée’s Architecture,
Essai sur l’Art – Architecture, an essay on art –.
Boullée described the aspect of art within the
conception of architecture in the period of
enlightenment late 18th century. Rossi elaborates that
Boullée is only one of the few, who completely
rejects functionalism as a possible base for practising
architecture. Boullée stresses the inability of creating
a world, which only satisfies the intellectual and
logical needs of people. Rossi calls Boullée’s way of
rationalising architecture exalted rationalism,
opposed to the conventional rationalism.
A rationalism charged with exaltation, meaning it

has an emotional, metaphorical, autobiographic
foundation. This is, in the opinion of Boullée,
indispensable to creation of architectural form.
Exalted rationalism emphasizes the controversial
question if architecture is a science or an art.
Boullée explains that architecture is an art realized
with a technique, just like any other art, in this case
architectural composition. Every artist perceives the
beauty of nature and the character of things in its
own way; this makes every architectural
interpretation authentic. Rossi stresses that Boullée,
with his exalted rationalism, is one of the few
architects in history who asked questions to
overcome functionalism, for being the foundation of
architecture. With ‘The City as Canvas, Architecture
as Painting; an Intuitive Approach to 3D Printing,’
Tiwánee van der Horst prolongs the discussion on
the relation of art within architectural conception,
for being its hart and foundation.
Rossi described that every artist perceives the beauty
of nature and the character of things in its own way.
This makes a clear distinction between different
artists, and expression of different generations. Greg
Lynn, who can be called the inventor of parametric
design, makes a clear statement on how the artistic
style of our generation of designers can be caught
under one heading.

Architecture as painting, by day

Architecture as painting, by night

‘I think beauty changes all the time... You cannot do a
classic, a thing that captures the spirit of the moment,
unless you engage digital fabrication. If you don’t,
you’re not part of this time.’ 2

texture, etc. Also the material itself might be opted to
change property following the artist’s direction,
shifting in colour, structural capacity, transparency,
etc. As a result, art can forcefully be reinstalled in
the process of composing architecture; in the way
Boullée described it in the 18th century, with a 21st
century technique. Ultimately this gives an
autonomous sense of detail, expression and form,
with the same freedom as carving timber, or making
a brushstroke.

The general question in this project is how digital
fabrication methods can influence the design
process, production and product of architecture. In
answering this question Tiwánee compares 3D
printing with painting, by projecting the advantages
of painting methods onto the technique of fused
deposition modelling.
The relevance of these questions lies in the following:
in general the work of painters and sculptors is a
direct extension of their own hands, thus themselves;
but architects are confronted with a gap between the
nature of their ideas and drawings, opposed to
physical architectural composition. This shortfall in
architectural expression is meant to be overcome
with the conception of this project, by enabling
architecture to be composed like a sketching hand,
like a painting.
For this to partake, Tiwánee proposes to further
explore and develop a 3D printing mechanism with
the possibility to control the materials’ solidification
process. This involves developing a printer head
which can change stroke expression, like a sculpting
hand or crown pen changes in intensity, speed, form,

It is worthwhile to follow this project for at least the
upcoming months, since the research is funded by
the TU Delft to be further developed. Example can
be taken from the approach of this project, putting
the contemporary in historic perspective, and the
personal in the general. By aiming to compose
architecture as painting with digital fabrication as a
means, this project does not only portray the spirit of
time of our generation of designers, it also puts the
architect back up for debate, for being either a
functionalistic scientist, or an expressive artist.
- Jesse van der Ploeg, student Complex Projects
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